RETURN FIRE

wide-ranging anarchist anthologies, submissions, translations & editorials since 2013, from the British Isles & beyond

‘Plenty to Do and Little to Prove’ & An Invitation to Deflate the System
But Why Are You Running? (street-sense amidst the tear-gas)
‘A New Relation with Social Conflicts’ & ‘Let’s Destroy Everything That is Called Tesla!’
About the Reactionary Drift of Some “Comrades”...
(leaning out the trash accumulating in the corners of green anarchism)
‘We Laugh Harder Than Them’ (glimpses through the canopy of the Weelaunee Forest defence)
‘The Principle of Reciprocity’ & ‘The Audience Surrenders’
How Did Belarusians Come to Rebellion Against the Dictatorship? (...and what were its horizons?)
R.I.P Taylor & HMP Bristol Staff We Are Watching You...
On Sexual Murder and Police Sadism & let the fear change sides
Comments on ‘Polyamory?’ (libidinal economies or an assault on the Family?)
Rebels Behind Bars (text by prisoners & repression news)
Memory as a Weapon (no, you can’t dismiss trans as post-modernism)
Poems for Love, Loss and War
Eric Laursen Owes Me a Lamp (review: Eric Laursen’s ‘The Operating System’)
Never Turn Off the Phone & ‘From a Different Angle’
In Praise of the Dancing Body (jail-breaks for the captured terrain of the flesh)
...and more!
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